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FOREWORD

F

or Silicon Valley, the new century kicked off not
with a bang but with an implosion, as the hightech bust destroyed billions in dot-com wealth
and plunged the entire region, tech and non-tech alike,
into a deep decline. It wasn’t until 2006-07 that Silicon
Valley workers began to see a return to normality in
job markets and wages. But just then, the national
housing bust hit, followed hard on its heels by the
financial crisis, erasing all the gains made during the
recovery and then some. Working families in Silicon
Valley have had a tough decade – to say the least.
Allegedly, the latest recession is over and the
national economy is now in recovery. But as our
communities and the nation emerge to try to pick
up the pieces left by the deepest U.S. recession since
1929, the question from many quarters is: what kind
of recovery are we seeing?
Global trade volumes are projected to rebound in
20101, but unemployment for U.S. workers is expected
to remain in double digits2. Banks are back to record
profits3, but small businesses cannot get credit4. Stock
markets are rising5, but our communities are being

This is a call for all of us to think and act outside
our comfort zones. To make the new economy
different, we need to take the best from all sides.
devastated by ever-greater state and local budget cuts6.
The global economy may be coming back to normal,
but where is the comeback for Main Street USA?
What is needed for a real recovery? To move the
economy in a direction that generates jobs, income
and a future for our communities, we need to make
conscious choices with these aims in mind. Inaction or
adherence to the status quo will trap us in the current
downspiraling trend.
Yet inaction and gridlock now seem to be the
rule rather than the exception. Growing economic
insecurity, shrinking middle class opportunity and
rapidly shifting markets have produced a crisis in the
country that goes beyond finances: it has impacted
the American spirit. People are afraid, as they feel
the ground shifting below their feet without knowing
the cause. Searching for the source of this economic
earthquake, fingers are increasingly being pointed at
anyone available: immigrants, China, big government,
big business.
1BHF

We’re asking people to stop pointing and take a
hard look at the factors underlying this economic shift
and what it would take to transform those factors to
regrow a strong economy at home. The latest crisis is
an opportunity to have these deeper conversations - to
rethink how our economy works and set a new course.
Getting to those conversations won’t be easy. The
response to the current crisis has largely been to dig
in even deeper to status quo beliefs and orthodoxies,
miring the state and the nation in a perpetual usversus-them gridlock.
This is a call for all of us to think and act outside
our comfort zones. To make the new economy different,
we need to take the best from all sides. A laissez-faire
economic approach that provides only those regulations
and government supports that are favorable to business
does not – as we have now clearly seen – produce
either broad opportunity or sustainable growth. On
the other hand, government intervention cannot be
the solution to all our economic woes; a strong private
sector must be a primary driver of growth.
What would it mean to take the best from all sides?
For example: everyone in the vicinity of the recentlyclosed NUMMI auto plant agrees that the 25,000plus job losses predicted to result from the closing
are a devastating blow that must be addressed. But
jurisdictional boundaries and conflicting interests
threaten to impede any concrete action. What if all
of Silicon Valley, the Bay Area and the Central Valley
– including the three Boards of Supervisors of the
affected counties – could come together around our
common interest in restoring these jobs lost, and use
all available resources and ideas to develop a plan that
will restore manufacturing jobs at NUMMI?
Unless we can climb out of our respective silos to
work out ways to deal with the recession’s underlying
causes, the path to a real recovery will never be built.
The state of California, in particular, is crippled by not
just a vacuum of leadership, but a vacuum of ideas
that can be promoted for the common good. We need
leaders and policies that will move us forward to a more
stable community through a more stable economy.
I hope that the information and ideas provided in
LIVE 2010 can help spur courageous conversations
about building a recovery that works for all of us.
Cindy Chavez
Executive Director
Working Partnerships USA
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EX ECU TIVE SU MMARY
CHAPTER 1: MAKING A LIVING
The worst U.S. recession in seven decades has taken its toll on Silicon Valley. In what direction is the Valley
now headed?
Projections for employment and wage growth in Silicon Valley are discouraging. Even after emerging
from the recession, the region may face years of another jobless recovery, solidifying the trend begun in the
mid-2000s of economic expansion decoupled from substantial job growth.
The weak labor market coupled with an increase in the proportion of low-wage jobs has placed increasing
strain on household budgets, amplifying the “middle-class squeeze.” Low-wage jobs further impose a public
cost as the already-stretched social safety net must also support families who work full-time but do not earn
enough to make ends meet; for instance, a “working poor” parent with two children earning $10/hour is
eligible for public assistance with children’s healthcare and food at a taxpayer cost of $15,572. If current trends
continue, lower living standards will impact a broad swath of Silicon Valley’s households, from the poorest all
the way through highly educated professionals.
Furthermore, the recession threatens to impose lasting damage to the financial health of working families
and small businesses, a phenomenon known as “economic scarring.” For example, evidence demonstrates
that an incident of job and income loss for a parent can have a long-term negative impact on their children’s
educational achievement.13
Projections are not destiny – they are extrapolations from current conditions. Employment projections
for the Valley make clear that the status quo is unlikely to push the economy back on track towards shared
prosperity. New ideas and collaborations will be needed to rebuild an economy strong enough to generate the
jobs and incomes needed to maintain a strong middle class.
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+PCT-PTU4JMJDPO7BMMFZMPTU KPCTJOUIFSFDFOUSFDFTTJPO BTMPDBMVOFNQMPZNFOUSFBDIFE
BZFBSIJHI5IFXPSTUMPTTFTXFSFJOUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOJOEVTUSZXIFSFFNQMPZNFOUGFMM
+PC1SPKFDUJPOT&NQMPZNFOUJTOPUQSPKFDUFEUPSFHBJOJUTQSFSFDFTTJPOMFWFMVOUJM2PG
%FDMJOJOH8BHFT*O BWFSBHFXFFLMZFBSOJOHTGPS4JMJDPO7BMMFZXPSLFSTTIPXFEOP
HSPXUIGBMMJOHCFIJOEFBSOJOHTJOUIFTUBUF BOETVHHFTUJOHBTNBMMESPQJOSFBMIPVTFIPME
JODPNFTGPS
-PX8BHF8PSL"OFTUJNBUFEPGBMMFNQMPZFEXPSLFSTBSFQBJEISPSMFTT BO
JOBEFRVBUFXBHFUPDPWFSUIFCBTJDDPTUPGMJWJOHGPSBGBNJMZPGGPVSXJUICPUIQBSFOUTXPSLJOH
-POH5FSN+PC-PTT/FUKPCHSPXUIPWFSUIFQBTUUFOZFBSTXBTTIBSQMZOFHBUJWF XJUIUXPSFDFTTJPOT
BOEXFBLHSPXUIJOCFUXFFOBWFSBHJOHPVUUPBOFUBOOVBMFNQMPZNFOUEFDMJOFPG
4FMG4VGmDJFODZ5BLJOHJOUPBDDPVOUBMMJODPNFTPVSDFT PG4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZIPVTFIPMET
GBMMCFMPXUIFCBTJDTFMGTVGmDJFODZTUBOEBSE NFBOJOHUIFJSJODPNFJTUPPMPXUPDPWFSUIFCBTJD
DPTUTPGMJWJOH5IFMBSHFNBKPSJUZ  BSFiXPSLJOHQPPSw
&MEFS&DPOPNJD4FDVSJUZ/FBSMZIBMGPGBMM4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZTFOJPST  BSFFDPOPNJDBMMZ
JOTFDVSF XJUIJODPNFTUPPMPXUPNFFUUIFJSCBTJDOFFETXJUIPVUBTTJTUBODF
)BSETIJQT*O MPDBMGPPECBOLTBOEDIBSJUJFTTBXUPNPSFQFPQMFTFFLJOHFNFSHFODZ
BTTJTUBODF 4JMJDPO7BMMFZBEVMUTBOEZPVUIXFSFIPNFMFTTBUTPNFQPJOUEVSJOHUIFZFBS 
XJUIKPCMPTTUIFOVNCFSPOFSFQPSUFESFBTPOGPSIPNFMFTTOFTT

CHAPTER 2: SEEKING SECURITY
Over the past three decades, a transformation of the nature of work in the United States, coupled with
changes in public policy, has resulted in a dramatic shift of risk: away from corporations and other large-scale
institutions, and onto individual families. Secure middle-class jobs that can support the average family are
disappearing, and the few jobs that the local economy is beginning to add to replace them are low-paying
and often temporary. To make matters worse, with unemployment in the double digits, even these dead-end
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jobs are hard to find. As of spring 2010, 40% of middle class Americans reported that they were struggling to
remain in the middle class.14
Middle class financial and asset instability have been brought to the forefront of national attention with
the advent of the housing and foreclosure crisis. H omeownership is a hallmark of the American Dream, and
owning one’s own home has long been viewed as key to ensuring family stability and financial security. But
in the past two years, millions of American families have seen that dream disappear as their homes have been
lost to foreclosure.
American households’ total net worth declined by 16% in 2008 and 21% in 2009.15 This decline in household
wealth not only increases insecurity for individuals and families, but threatens to curtail economic growth:
lacking assets, households have less capacity to spend or invest.
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)PVTJOH.BSLFU*OUIFQBTUUXPBOEBIBMGZFBST UIFNFEJBOWBMVFPGIPNFTJOUIF4BO+PTF
NFUSPBSFBIBTGBMMFOCZ.PEFSBUFMZQSJDFEIPNFTXFSFUIFIBSEFTUIJUIPNFPXOFSTJO
UIFMPXFTUQSJDFEIPVTJOHUJFSIBWF POBWFSBHF MPTUBMMPGUIFJSIPNFTBQQSFDJBUJPOTJODF
'PSFDMPTVSFT'PSFDMPTVSFTJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZIBWFCSPLFOSFDPSETFWFSZZFBSGPSUIFQBTUGPVS
ZFBST XJUI OPUJDFTPGEFGBVMUmMFEJO BOJODSFBTFPGDPNQBSFEUP
#BOLSVQUDJFT1FSTPOBMCBOLSVQUDJFTJO/PSUIFSO$BMJGPSOJBXFSFBUBOBMMUJNFIJHIJO 
VQTJODF
6OFNQMPZNFOU-POHUFSNVOFNQMPZNFOUJO$BMJGPSOJBIBTNPSFUIBOEPVCMFETJODFJO 
BOVOQSFDFEFOUFEPGBMMVOFNQMPZFEXPSLFSTXFSFPVUPGXPSLGPSNPSFUIBOTJYNPOUIT
6OEFSFNQMPZNFOU"UPUBMPG QFPQMFPOFPVUPGFWFSZmWF4JMJDPO7BMMFZXPSLFSTXFSF
VOEFSFNQMPZFEJO BOJODSFBTFTJODF
-BCPS'PSDF6UJMJ[BUJPO"TNBMMFSQFSDFOUBHFPG$BMJGPSOJBOTXFSFXPSLJOHJOUIBOBUBOZ
UJNFTJODF
1VCMJD$PTUPG-PX8BHF8PSL*O4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZ BXPSLFSXJUIUXPDIJMESFOXIPFBSOT
IPVSJTFMJHJCMFGPSQVCMJDBTTJTUBODFXPSUI BOOVBMMZEVFUPJOBEFRVBUFJODPNF 
EFTQJUFIBWJOHBGVMMUJNFKPC
-BCPS6OJPOT$BMJGPSOJBXPSLFSTXIPBSFSFQSFTFOUFECZBVOJPOBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPIBWF
FNQMPZFSQSPWJEFEIFBMUIJOTVSBODFBOENPSFMJLFMZUPIBWFBSFUJSFNFOUQMBOUIBOOPO
VOJPOXPSLFST CVUUPUBMVOJPONFNCFSTIJQEFDMJOFEJO
1VCMJD"TTJTUBODF"TPG+BOVBSZ NPSFUIBOPOFPVUPGFWFSZTFWFO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZ
SFTJEFOUTSFDFJWFTTPNFGPSNPGQVCMJDBTTJTUBODF%VSJOHUIFSFDFTTJPOUIFOVNCFSPGQFPQMF
SFDFJWJOHGPPETUBNQTIBTKVNQFE

CHAPTER 3: STAYING HEALTHY
Trends in children’s health coverage have been encouraging in recent years for Santa Clara County, as local
policy has helped expand access to quality public health insurance programs. H owever, funding limitations at the
federal, state, and local level continue to threaten the ongoing sustainability of these programs, especially in light
of the economic diffi culties in the last two years which have greatly increased the demand for publicly supported
children’s health coverage. R ecently passed comprehensive national health reform will provide some additional
funding for children’s health programs, but if California enacts the Governor’s proposed cuts to children’s health
coverage, it will lose access to this funding.
Although the most recent data on adult health insurance in Santa Clara County show overall rates holding
steady, declining trends in employer sponsored coverage are cause for alarm. Nationally, the rise in health care
costs and insurance premiums in recent years has caused employers to shift more costs to employees or drop
coverage altogether. More people have become uninsured and face obstacles to obtaining coverage in the private
market due to prohibitive costs or pre-existing conditions.
The recently passed national health care reform package will begin to address these issues by expanding MediCal, requiring individuals to hold health insurance, and offering subsidies to make it affordable. H owever, most of
these provisions do not take effect until 2014, making it critical that Santa Clara County maintain its health care
safety net to “bridge the gap” of the next four years. Beyond health insurance, further steps are needed to make
health care services accessible to all, and to address broader community health issues such as childhood obesity.
1BHF
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$IJMESFOT)FBMUI*OTVSBODF5ISPVHIUIFFGGPSUTPGUIF4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZ$IJMESFOT)FBMUI
*OJUJBUJWF FOSPMMNFOUJODIJMESFOTQVCMJDIFBMUIQSPHSBNTHSFXGPSUIFOJOUIDPOTFDVUJWFZFBS 
GSPN LJETJOUP JO5IFMPTTPGTUBUFBOEQSJWBUFGVOEJOHGPSUIFTF
QSPHSBNTUISFBUFOTDPWFSBHFGPSNPSFUIBO DIJMESFOJOUIFDPVOUZ
"EVMU)FBMUI*OTVSBODF5IFOVNCFSPGVOJOTVSFEBEVMUTJO$BMJGPSOJBKVNQFEGSPNNJMMJPO
JOUPNJMMJPOJO
)FBMUI$BSF$PTUT5IFBOOVBMDPTUUPXPSLFSTGPSKPCCBTFEGBNJMZIFBMUIQSFNJVNTIBTJODSFBTFE
TJODF
)FBMUI$BSF3FGPSN#FHJOOJOHJO GFEFSBMIFBMUIDBSFSFGPSNXJMMDPWFSBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
PG$BMJGPSOJBTNJMMJPOVOJOTVSFESFTJEFOUT
$IJMEIPPE0CFTJUZ.PSFUIBOJODIJMESFOJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZBSFFJUIFSPWFSXFJHIUPS
PCFTF
"EVMU0CFTJUZ0WFSXFJHIUBOEPCFTJUZSBUFTIBWFDMJNCFETUFBEJMZBNPOHBEVMUTJO4BOUB$MBSB
$PVOUZTJODFBTPG OFBSMZPGSFTJEFOUTBHFTBOEPMEFSBSFDPOTJEFSFE
PWFSXFJHIUPSPCFTF
*NQBDUPG#VEHFU$VUT"QQSPYJNBUFMZ MPXJODPNFBEVMUTJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZ 
JODMVEJOHTFOJPSTBOEEJTBCMFESFTJEFOUT MPTUUIFJSEFOUBMCFOFmUTXIFOGVOEJOHGPSUIF%FOUJ$BM
QSPHSBNXBTDVU
"DDFTTUP$BSF5IFUPUBMIPVSTUIBU7BMMFZ.FEJDBM$FOUFSTFNFSHFODZSPPNXBTGPSDFEUP
EJWFSUBNCVMBODFTUPPUIFSIPTQJUBMTJODSFBTFE GSPNUPUBMIPVSTJOVQUP
IPVSTJO

CHAPTER 4: BUILDING A COMMUNITY
The collapse of the housing bubble has wreaked havoc on the national and local economy. In Santa Clara
County, homeowners have collectively lost $76 billion in home equity since the bubble burst, leading to a
massive drop-off in consumer spending. Plummeting homes values have not been uniformly harmful; reduced
prices combined with federal tax credits and historically low interest rates increased affordability for first-time
home buyers to its highest level in many years. Still, the current state of the market indicates that Santa Clara
County’s housing slump is likely to continue in the years ahead.
Transportation infrastructure and access is also integral to community livability. The economic downturn
has come with serious repercussions for transportation in Santa Clara County. R ecession-induced declines in
ridership combined with plummeting sales tax revenue and millions in diverted state transit funding have left
local public transit in dire financial straits, forcing major service cuts and increased fares. If the Santa Clara
Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) is forced to continue to rely on an eroding sales tax base for the vast
majority of its operating revenue, the future of public transit in Santa Clara County may be in serious jeopardy.
A final factor affecting community livability is public safety. Several key measures of public safety in Santa
Clara County have shown marked improvement in recent years: rates of violent crime, property crime, severe
traffi c collisions, domestic violence and child abuse all declined in 2008.
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3FOUT"WFSBHFSFOUTJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZGFMMUPUIFJSMPXFTUMFWFMJOUISFFZFBST ESPQQJOH
GSPN JOGPVSUIRVBSUFSUP JOGPVSUIRVBSUFS
)PNF4BMF1SJDFT.FEJBOQSJDFTGPSFYJTUJOHTJOHMFGBNJMZIPNFTDPOUJOVFEUIFJSEPXOXBSE
TMJEF ESPQQJOHGSPN JOUP JO UIFMPXFTUNFEJBOQSJDF
TJODF
)PVTJOH"GGPSEBCJMJUZ1BSBMMFMJOHUIFESPQJOIPNFQSJDFT BGGPSEBCJMJUZGPSmSTUUJNFIPNFCVZFST
JODSFBTFEJO XJUIPGQPUFOUJBMmSTUUJNFCVZFSTOPXBCMFUPBGGPSEUIFBWFSBHFFOUSZ
MFWFMIPNF VQGSPNKVTUJO
5SBOTJU3JEFSTIJQ5SBOTJUSJEFSTIJQJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZQMVNNFUFEJOUIFmSTUIBMGPGmTDBM
ZFBS BTSJTJOHVOFNQMPZNFOUDPNCJOFEXJUIGBSFJODSFBTFTBOETFSWJDFDVUTSFWFSTFEB
GPVSZFBSVQXBSEUSFOE
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5SBOTJU4FSWJDF#VTBOEMJHIUSBJMTFSWJDFXBTDVUJO+BOVBSZ ESPQQJOHUSBOTJUTFSWJDF
UPJUTMPXFTUMFWFMUIJTEFDBEF
$SJNF3BUF"GUFSTJYDPOTFDVUJWFZFBSTPGHSPXUIBOEBOFBSMZUPUBMJODSFBTFGSPN
UP QSPQFSUZDSJNFJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZEFDSFBTFEGSPNUP ESPQQJOH
UP DSJNFTQFS SFTJEFOUT
%PNFTUJD7JPMFODF*O EPNFTUJDWJPMFODFSFMBUFEDBMMTGPSBTTJTUBODFJO4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZ
EFDMJOFEGPSUIFTJYUITUSBJHIUZFBS NBSLJOHBOPWFSBMMEFDSFBTFPGTJODF

CHAPTER 5: PURSUING THE DREAM
Education is one of the keys to economic security. Silicon Valley residents overall enjoy a high level of
education relative to much of the state. H owever, a substantial portion of the population has little or no formal
education beyond high school and is largely shut out of most well-paying careers.
As the state’s economy grows and changes, demand has grown for not just a highly educated workforce, but
a workforce with very specific and rapidly changing skills. H owever, the state and local educational systems
lack adequate resources to make higher education accessible, and those resources that do exist are often not
targeted to support the students who most need them.
With California already fifth from the bottom in state school spending per student, state budget cuts dealt
significant blows to K -12 education last year. Worse is expected in the upcoming year’s budget. Even harsher
blows being dealt to California’s public higher education system – once considered the best in the world – are
threatening to eliminate access to higher education for large portions of today’s students. In the face of ongoing
budget cuts, California’s colleges and universities are cutting classes, raising tuition and turning students away
in unprecedented numbers.
If this trend is not quickly reversed, its economic impacts will be felt for decades to come. Not only will
today’s students shut out of college be more likely to struggle financially throughout their lives, but lower
levels of education among the next generation would present a significant barrier to the Valley’s future as a
world capital of innovation.
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)JHI4DIPPM(SBEVBUJPO3BUF5IFIJHITDIPPMHSBEVBUJPOSBUFIBTCFFOGBMMJOHTUFBEJMZGPSmWF
ZFBST GSPNBHSBEVBUJPOSBUFJOEPXOUPJO
$PMMFHF(PJOH3BUF5IFDPMMFHFHPJOHSBUFQMVOHFT XJUIKVTUPG4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZT
HSBEVBUJOHIJHITDIPPMDMBTTPGHPJOHEJSFDUMZPOUPDPMMFHF$PNQBSFEUPUIF$MBTTPG
TDPMMFHFHPJOHSBUFPG UIJTJTBOVOQSFDFEFOUFEESPQBOECZGBSUIFMPXFTUSBUF
JOUIFQBTUUXPEFDBEFT
"DDFTTUP$PMMFHF5IFFYUSBPSEJOBSJMZMPXSBUFPGDPMMFHFFOSPMMNFOUJTEVFBMNPTUFOUJSFMZUP
HSBEVBUFTQMVNNFUJOHFOSPMMNFOUBUDPNNVOJUZDPMMFHFT XIJDIXFOUGSPNSFDFJWJOHPG
BMM4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZHSBEVBUJOHTFOJPSTJOUPKVTUJO*O OPUPOMZEP
DPNNVOJUZDPMMFHFTGBDFGVSUIFSCVEHFUTRVFF[FT CVUUIF$46TZTUFNBOUJDJQBUFTTUBUFGVOEJOH
DVUTXJMMGPSDFJUUPUVSOBXBZ FMJHJCMFBQQMJDBOUT
$PTUPG$PMMFHF*O UIF$BMJGPSOJB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZTZTUFNJODSFBTFETUVEFOUGFFTCZ
6OJWFSTJUZPG$BMJGPSOJBGFFTSPTF4JODF UIFDPTUPGBUUFOEJOHB6$ $46
PSDPNNVOJUZDPMMFHFIBTNPSFUIBOEPVCMFE
&EVDBUJPOBM"UUBJONFOU4JMJDPO7BMMFZSFTJEFOUTBSFNPSFIJHIMZFEVDBUFEUIBOUIFTUBUFPS
OBUJPOBMBWFSBHFOFWFSUIFMFTT UIFNBKPSJUZPGBEVMUT BHF MBDLBGPVSZFBSDPMMFHFEFHSFF
&UIOJD%JTQBSJUJFTJO&EVDBUJPO8JEFEJTQBSJUJFTQFSTJTUJOFEVDBUJPOBMBUUBJONFOUCZFUIOJDJUZ
PG-BUJOPBEVMUTBOEPG7JFUOBNFTFBEVMUTIBWFBUNPTUBIJHITDIPPMEJQMPNB
7BMVFPGB$PMMFHF%FHSFF4BOUB$MBSB$PVOUZXPSLFSTXJUIBCBDIFMPSTEFHSFFFBSOUISFF
UJNFTBTNVDIBTXPSLFSTXJUIPVUBIJHITDIPPMEJQMPNB
$BSFFS0QQPSUVOJUJFT'PS PGQSPKFDUFEBOOVBMKPCPQFOJOHTJO4BOUB$MBSB
$PVOUZSFRVJSFOPGPSNBMFEVDBUJPOCFZPOEIJHITDIPPM.PSFUIBOIBMGUIFTFMPXFSTLJMMFEKPC
PQFOJOHTQBZMFTTUIBOBMJWJOHXBHF
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